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Summary
This review covers the neurobiological and psychological aspects of fear and anxiety
from the perspective of creating effective horror movies. The review begins with
biological mechanisms of the fear response, and then discusses the specific
techniques and strategies that may be used for generating powerful simulated fear
experiences in movies. Movie audiences are not actually exposed to real threats, thus
the events depicted in the movie should pass the brain’s “reality check” systems and
top-down emotion regulation strategies to engage the automatic fear responses in
the brain. Because are social species, one powerful mechanism for this is the vicarious
experience – automatic resonance of the movie character’s somatic and motor states
in the viewer. Most powerful general determinants of fear are the proximity of the
threats, as well as their unpredictability. These can be significantly amplified with
proper timing by carefully intermixing episodes of increasing and deceasing suspense
with sudden intensely shocking events.
Some fears are nearly universal and thus powerful themes for horror movies. Fears of
injury and illness as well as those pertaining to termination of social relationships are
the most common ones in the general population. Similar fears are also sources of
common clinical phobias, suggesting that that humans are genetically predisposed to
fear specific life-threatening conditions and events. Survey data also show that scariest
horror movies deal with this kind of universal themes. Because the fear system can
potentiate learning, new fears can also be installed in the audience during the course
of a movie. When coupled with the biologically universal determinants of fear, these
novel, movie-specific fears can be made very potent. Soundscape is critical for horror,
as auditory information is automatically and unconsciously processed even while
focussing on the visuals. Specific acoustic features such as roughness constantly
perceived as threatening and they also automatically activate the brain’s fear circuit.
These features can also be implemented in musical soundtracks to increase their
scariness.
Horror movies are widely appealing, but more popular among males than females and
for individuals with high personality factors of sensation seeking and aggression.
Further, emotion recognition abilities increase and emotionality stabilizes towards the
old age, making older audiences more difficult to scare. The paradoxical appeal of
horror movies stems from three factors – universal human curiosity even towards
morbid and threatening subjects, mixing of emotions of fear and excitement in the
brain, as well as the capability to learn about own emotionality and dangerous
situations safely in the context of movies.
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Section 1: Psychological and neurobiological basis of fear
Fear: Ancestral survival intelligence
Fear is a protective mechanism that acts as “survival intelligence” in the brain, mind,
and body. It has a strong and distinct evolutionary function as a response to acute
threats to physical and psychological well-being. Fear is often equated with the
subjective experience or feeling of dread. However, fear is a complex phenomenon
that prepares the individual to meet the survival challenges by automatically adjusting
cardiovascular, skeletomuscular and endocrine functions alongside actual behaviour
and psychological processes including attention and memory 1,2. This complex
cascade of changes has one goal: to recruit physical and psychological resources for
avoiding the danger in the first place by freezing and remaining hidden when the
predator is still far away, or initiating fight-or-flight response when the threat is already
imminent 3. Fear is a biological universal, and practically everyone will respond with a
broadly similar fashion in a life-threatening situation. This response is fast: the neural
cascade leading to the fear response takes less than half a second to be completed in
the brain. Because fear response optimizes survival changes, it can almost completely
take over the control of both humans’ and other animals’ immediate actions no matter
how pleasant or important their current activity would be. This happens because fear
and other negative emotions signal potential injuries, discomfort or even death, thus
they must be able to override positive emotions to ensure survival 4. Accordingly,
humans and other animals avoid in getting to fearful situations unless they might lead
to significant gains – for example, prey might enter territory routinely patrolled by
predators, if it knows that it can scavenge resources such as food or nesting material
in the area.

Fear is a powerful emotion, because it alters what we hear and see. Fear potentiates
attention and we automatically orient ourselves towards potential threats while our
perceptual awareness and learning/memory mechanisms are enhanced 5. Fear is also
strongly corporal emotion, altering the state of numerous physiological systems.
These lead to strongly felt subjective experiences in the body, making fear, panic and
related states some of the most powerful experiences humans may have 6,7. Fear feels
unpleasant because it tries to motivate us for survival – the psychological experience
signals presence of severe danger. Conversely, when the threat is gone the feeling of
dread disappears, and this relief feels rewarding because it signals safety. Although
our brains and minds almost instinctively know how to filter the fearful and dangerous
information from the environment and respond to it, this knowledge cannot be
necessarily readily conceptualized. Consequently, if we want to tailor the scariest
possible events and scenes for the purposes of entertainment, we need to rely on
controlled experiments and careful measurements of neural, physiological and
psychological components of the fear response to distil the core determinants of
human fears.
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Brain basis of fear
The fear response consists of a complex neurobiological and physiological cascade
that ultimately leads to change in behaviour and psychological state of the individual
(Figure 1). The brain’s fear circuit operates at multiple time scales and it constantly
evaluates distance and severity of different threats. The midbrain circuits operate at
the immediate fight-or-flight situations where direct contact with the threat can no
longer be avoided. The higher-level systems in the frontal cortex are involved in
prevention and planning of avoidance when the threat is not yet imminent 8,9. This
dynamic interplay between higher-level volitional planning of escape strategies and
automated fight-or-flight provides effective means for optimizing survival strategies at
multiple time scales 10. This explains why approaching a fearful situation feels so
unnerving – when we for example get closer and closer to the snake that we dread
but must nevertheless get our from our lawn, the midbrain defense circuits try to push
us away while our higher-level executive system tries to fight back with them and get
us to remove the snake from the lawn. Many horror video games exploit this
dissonance to create almost unbearable levels of suspense. To destroy the
supernatural threats that lurk around the dark corners in this type of games, the player
actually has to muster up their courage and get terrifyingly close to the villains. Such
constant push-pull activity between the approach and avoidance circuits in the brain
can generate truly unnerving experiences.

Studies have constantly shown that a subcortical structure called amygdala is
important for recognizing dangerous and behaviorally relevant information.
Neuroimaging studies in healthy humans show that amygdala is consistently activated
during fearful situations (see statistical summary in Figure 1A). In line with this,
neurological patients with amygdala damage are unable to recognize fearful facial
expressions or sounds 11,12. Amygdala is also critical for the experience of fear, as
patients whose amygdala has been damaged are unable to feel that they are afraid in
dangerous situations, such as when handling snakes or spiders 13.
Frontal cortical systems support amygdala in generating the conscious experience of
fear (“I am afraid”) 14 and coordinating complex, strategic escape and avoidance
responses when the threats are still far away 8,9. Furthermore, these systems also
support regulation of emotional responses by inhibiting amygdala activation 15. This
control is however far from perfect. When the threat becomes imminent, an automatic
fight or flight response is triggered by midbrain structures 16, and frontocortical
emotion regulation breaks down. The ultimate goal of the fear response is to prepare
the body for action – either freezing, flight or fight depending on the proximity of fear.
These changes induce prominent corporal sensations 6,7,17 that are mediated by the
insula and somatosensory cortices (Figure 1A-B). Finally, fear and anxiety also increase
attentional preparedness and vigilance promoting detection of threats (Figure 1C),
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and acute threats in the environment capture and hold attention effectively to ensure
efficient detection and processing of survival-salient information 5,18.

Figure 1. (A) Brain basis of fear. The figure summarizes brain regions responding
consistently to fear across 363 functional magnetic resonance imaging studies. The
analysis is based on the NeuroSynth database 19 per August 4th 2020. (B) Bodily
experiences during fear and related states. The colouring shows the relative intensity
of nett bodily sensations during each feeling state, modified from 7. (C) Illustration of
narrowing of attentional focus during fear while watching a horror movie; each dot
represents gaze position of a single individual. During neutral or less fearful situations
viewers’ eye movements are widely distributed, while intense shocks capture
everyone’s attention to the location of the threat.
How horror movies affect the human brain
The fear response is on many occasions automatic and uncontrollable. A visitor to a
zoo might be shocked by a snake jumping against the glass of its cage, or an individual
may tremble in the heights of a tower crane before making a bungee jump. In both
examples the individuals feel fear despite knowing that they are actually safe. The
snake is housed safely in the cage, and the bungee rope will eventually prevent the
jumper from hitting the ground. Because automatic fear response precedes and often
overrides the processing of contextual safety information, we may thus be startled
even when we know that we are not threatened at all. Direct recordings from the
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amygdala show that this structure responds to fearful information, such as movies
showing fearful facial expressions, in less than 120 milliseconds 20. This is much faster
than the prefrontal cortex can evaluate the contextual information. The “enjoyable
fear” we experience during horror movies thus results from the interaction of the
survival circuits that automatically respond to the threat cues such as sudden noises
or predators, and the executive systems and long-term memory that evaluate the
contextual information and confirm us constantly that we are safe. We would never go
to see movies if we knew the killers would actually come after us or would never try a
bungee jump if we knew the bungee rope would fail.
Amygdala activation recorded while viewing a horror movie is proportional to the
subjectively felt fear 21. Functional, whole-brain imaging studies (Figure 2) have shown
that while viewing movies, brain activity of the viewers becomes time-locked not just
in the sensory cortices that process the incoming information in same timescale, but
also in the key nodes of the emotion and fear circuits 22. Such synchronization is most
prominent during the most aversive episodes, suggesting that fear and other negative
emotions tune brains into intrinsic fight-or-flight survival mode that is consistent across
viewers. In other words, horror movies thus make the viewers at least temporarily more
similar to each other.

Figure 2. While viewing a horror movie (Conjuring 2), brain activity becomes
synchronized across viewers. This synchronization is particularly strong during the
“jump-scare” episodes of the movies. Adapted from 23.
Recommendations: Fear is a primordial response to threat that occurs automatically
and is only partially suppressed by contextual knowledge and volition. Effective
induction of fear thus needs to capitalize on engagement of the automatic component
and minimization of the inhibitory effects of the emotion regulation and contextual
processing systems. This can be achieved by minimizing the safety signals and
immersing the viewers in the movie, for example with first-person camera runs and by
ensuring undivided attention to the movie events, easily achievable with large screens
and high-quality audio and visuals.
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Section 2: Principles of translating fear science to movies
Simulated fears
Pleasures of the cinema are not only restricted to feeling positive emotions – many
people find also horror movies enjoyable, despite their goal is to shock and scare the
audience. Research shows that particularly male viewers, individuals lower in empathy,
and those higher in sensation seeking and aggressiveness report more enjoyment of
fright and violence 24. Moreover, emotional experiences become progressively weaker
after early adulthood 17, and it is well known that emotion regulation ability increases
during ageing 25. Consequently, particularly younger audiences are easier to scare with
movies, which is also reflected in the restrictions prohibiting showing of potentially
traumatic or overly graphic movies to younger audiences.

Fear system has evolved to protect humans and other animals in situations where we
may actually get hurt. It is thus perplexing why we may feel intense fear during artificial
situations where we cannot definitely get hurt, such as reading a thriller watching a
horror movie. The reason for this that humans are predisposed to thinking that
whatever we see or hear is real. For majority of human history this was practically
always true – there were very few instances when our sensations and perceptions did
not reflect the external reality. This explains why arts such as theatre and movies are
so effective – by default, we take our surroundings as real. Artists can thus fool the
brain by making copies of the reality that are good enough to pass through to the
brain’s reality checking systems. Corresponding “simulations” principles apply to
nearly all human perception: We make copies of the real physical environment, and
enjoy these copies such as paintings, photographs or video games when the real
experience cannot be achieved. Additionally, our imagination allows us to generate
improved copies of the reality (such as enhanced photographs) or even completely
unrealistic copies (such as science fiction movies) that allow the audiences to
experience something that would be impossible in the real world. This greatly
expands the experience horizon we have, as long as the simulated reality will pass as
the real thing 26.
Because the human mind is capable of conscious, internal thought, we have to
constantly distinguish the external world from the internal world and perform
numerous reality checks to assess whether our experiences and perceptions stem from
the external environment. Extreme break-down of this may lead to hallucinations, that
is, experiencing internal thoughts as stemming from the environment 27. However, bypassing this reality filter can be exploited by books, photographs, movies, and other
media. Place illusion refers to the experience that audience is actually situated in the
virtual experience, whereas plausibility illusion refers to the experience that the events
are actually happening. Research has shown that particularly the plausibility illusion is
a major determinant of fears evoked by digital media such as games 28. When fully
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engaged, these illusions give the audience the experience of “being there” or actually
living and experiencing the events seen in the movie or described in a book.
While most powerful place and plausibility illusions can be generated by virtual reality,
several factors can strengthen them significantly in other display formats such as in
conventional movies. For example, large body of research shows that the more lifelike the reproductions of reality are, the stronger the brain responds to them 29.
Detailed visuals and audio are thus critical for immersing the audience in a movie.
Low-grade image and sound effectively break the illusion that what is currently
happening is real. Similarly big screens in theatres and in home theatres help the
audience to immerse in the world of the movie: when the movie literally fills the whole
field of view, external environment (such as living-room furniture) do not interfere with
the illusion of being in the virtual world of the movie. The 3D surround sound in turn –
as the name suggests – surrounds the audience in the soundscape, giving a strong
feeling of being in the middle of the action.
Inducing fear with vicarious experience
Fear has evolved to protect first-hand survival 1,13, thus most potent fears emerge when
our own well-being is at stake. In digital media, such first-hand experiences can readily
be simulated with first-perspective 3D games and particularly in virtual reality, where
players are literally experiencing the events happening to themselves. However, most
conventional movies portrays events that are occurring to the movie characters, while
spectators merely watch the events unfolding. But why do we experience the dangers
occurring to the actors as scary? Because humans are an inherently social species, we
have the tendency to automatically share emotions with each other – even with the
characters in a movie. Our bodies thus freeze, and our heart begins to race, when we
see Danny Tolloran driving around the corridors of the Overlook hotel in The Shining,
ultimately bumping into the ghastly twins.

Observation of others in a particular emotional state such may trigger a behavioural
and physiological “copy” of emotional state in the observer 30-32. Neuroimaging
studies have also revealed common neural activation for perception and experience
of states such as pain 33-35, disgust 36, and pleasure 37. Such vicarious experience of
others’ emotional states in one’s own body and brain has supports social interaction
via contextual understanding: Sharing others’ emotional states provides the observers
a bodily reference that helps in understanding their intentions and actions and allows
to tune in or ‘sync’ with other individuals 38-40. Such emotion transfer is often automatic:
we know how difficult it is to resist yawning when seeing someone else yawn, or that
it may be impossible not to burst into a laughter when hearing everyone else around
us cracking up 41,42.
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This kind of vicarious simulation or emotional contagion is a powerful means for
emotion transfer, because we literally feel to be experiencing the same thing as
someone else. Such emotional contagion is also engaged while viewing movies 43. Via
means of vicarious simulation, we can literally feel the tarantula on our hand when it’s
crawling over Indiana Jones on the screen or experience the terror of Wendy Torrance
escaping her husband through the Overlook hotel in The Shining. To elicit powerful
emotions via movies, it is thus imperative to engage the vicarious experience in the
audience. Although vicarious simulation is often automatic 34,44, there are well-known
factors that bolster the contagion of others’ emotions. We are much prone to engage
in the emotions of people that are close to us, such as our friends, family and relatives
45,46
. Conversely, we are less likely to mirror others’ emotions when they are considered
not to belong to our own group 47. Others’ behaviour influences whether we mirror
their feelings – one study found that the perceived fairness of another person
determines the degree of empathy towards them, with significantly greater emotional
empathy toward fair individuals – most likely because we intuitively consider fair
people to be on our side 48. For the same reason, we automatically tend to side with
the protagonist in the movie and feel their fortunes and misfortunes, whereas do not
experience similar attachment towards the antagonist.
Recommendations: To evoke powerful vicarious fear, the movie must engage strong
empathy towards the protagonist, and the viewers must be emotionally attached to
them, experiencing to be on the same side with the protagonist. Consequently, the
protagonist (exposed to threats) has to be likeable and feel familiar so that the
audience will empathize with them. Vicarious experience is based on multiple factors,
such as facial and vocal expressions, behaviour and also contextual factors – although
others’ emotional states can be cognitively inferred, direct mapping of others’
expressions is more powerful. However, due to contextual influence it is more effective
if the protagonist is seen as vulnerable (e.g. young, inexperienced) and thus more
defenceless against the threats.

Section 3: General determinants of fear
Uncertainty and unknowns: The terrible twos
Anxiety is a state that promotes active vigilance and prepares the mind and body for
survival in uncertain situations but unlike fear, it does not have a clear target 49.
Uncertainty is stressing and it fuels our fears and anxiety 50. One of the major functions
of the brain and learning is to reduce uncertainties about the environment and allow
the individual to better predict what will happen next. When these predictions are
difficult to make, we experience the situation as unnerving. Fear of the unknown might
actually be the most fundamental fears in humans 51, and it explains a multitude of
other fears: We are afraid of darkness because we never know what is hiding there, we
are wary of strangers because we do not know how they will behave, and we find
abandoned places creepy because we do not know why they have been deserted.
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This is why learning about the uncertainties feel so good – it signals that we are getting
the situation under control. Brain imaging studies have accordingly found that
learning to anticipate fearful situations that have not yet occurred engages the brain
regions associated with pleasure and reward processing. However, this does not
happen for unpredictable threats 52. This means that when fear is used for
entertainment, it has to be somewhat predictable to be enjoyable: We do not enjoy
going into our home in the night finding a masked, bloody man creeping around with
a knife, because we never wanted that to happen an did not expect to see that in the
first place. However, seeing the same, horrifying scene in a movie can translate into
an exciting experience, because we deliberately went to see the movie, we knew
would contain such episodes.
Fear of uncertainty is also closely related to fear of loneliness: Social contacts are so
critical to humans that lack of social support is actually one of the most important
determinants of premature death 53,54. When we are alone, we know that we are more
exposed to our surroundings, making our life significantly less predictable. We
automatically evaluate how competent the people surrounding us are in protecting
us, and these evaluations reduce our anxiety towards threats when we consider to be
in safe company 55. Breaking this safety net by isolation and loneliness is thus a very
powerful way of increasing anxiety and threat. The feeling of loneliness is easy to
manipulate as it can stem from multiple factors, ranging from direct physical distance
to others to perceived isolation and availability of support in, for example, a remote
and desolate location.
Fear of strangers
Humans experience familiarity as safe, and both adults and children tend to seek
companion from people that they experience similar to themselves 56-58. We are
naturally wary of strangers and people who seem different to us – most likely because
we do not yet know what to expect from them. Consequently, we often have a
tendency to consider in-group members as good and out-group members as bad or
evil 59, which unfortunately leads to numerous conflicts. For the same reason we are
afraid of other creatures and creations that somehow resemble humans but are still
different from us, such as zombies or corpses. It no coincidence that most horror movie
villains and antagonists are humans or human-like creatures, and their common
feature is that they are somehow different than the rest of us – either psychologically
(e.g. Norman Bates in Psycho) or physically (e.g. Samara Morgan in The Ring or Freddy
Krueger in A Nightmare on Elm Street). These characters play with our primordial fear
of strangers and abnormalities. Such aversion for deviations from the prototypical
human form does not follow a linear pattern (Figure 3). For example, humanoid-like
robots are experienced relatively neutral because they are not considered as humans
at all. Cartoon characters or plush toys are more human-like, and they are often more
pleasant to us. However, when the human-likeness gets close - but not close enough.
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to a real human, there is a clear drop in the pleasantness of the objects: creatures and
creations that are almost but not enough human-like elicit aversion, and they said to
fall into the uncanny valley 60. This applies to, for example, most current “realistic”
androids and imperfect early 2000’s 3D characters, but also to deformed humans or
corpses that are definitely humans but still somehow different from what we expect
humans typically to be.
This phenomenon of uncanny valley is consistently observed in both humans and nonhuman primates, suggesting that it is automatic and genetically determined rather
than learned 61,62. Landing the villains and antagonists in the middle of the uncanny
valley is thus a powerful way for creating memorable and frightening characters, but it
requires great deal of care. If the characters are unnatural enough (such as animated
villains in Disney cartoons), they do not engage any aversion because they are too
definitely non-human. Conversely too human-like characters may end up being
likeable and elicit empathy.

Figure 3. Illustration of the uncanny valley.
Recommendations: Imperfect copies of humans or human-like characters are dreadful
because they fall into the uncanny valley. Great care must be taken to land the
characters into the middle of the valley, so that they are not too grossly inhuman or
too human-like. The similarity does not have to be physical, but it can also constitute
of more subtle psychological factors such as personality, unnerving abnormalities in
behavior, interests and so forth.
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Fear of the dark
Although darkness of a peaceful summer night in the countryside might be
experienced as soothing, humans become increasingly alert when their surroundings
are occluded. For example, simply blindfolding humans makes them feel anxious
when they need to traverse novel environment 63. Darkness also potentiates startle
response – the most rudimentary reaction to surprising and potentially dangerous
events 64. Darkness is a powerful elicitor of fear and anxiety also due to the fact that
brains are hard-wired to expect sensory stimulation and will do their best to work out
a coherent representation even from imperfect input by filling in the missing details
based on experience and memory. This explains why we are inclined to perceive
crooked trees in dark forest as monsters, or mistake a piece of an old garment in the
attic to a supernatural being 65. These misperceptions are based on our experiences
and memory, and the brain uses different top-down mechanisms for filling in the gap.
Thus, we perceive the tree as a monster only if we have strong enough belief for
existence of such beings, and a pre-existing memory template for filling in the details
of the monster. This filling-in phenomenon is so ubiquitous that it also occurs in near
absence of sensory inputs. For example, all over the world children play the conjuring
game where, with appropriate rituals, they stare at a mirror in a dimly lit room and
expect ghost or apparition (such as Bloody Mary or Hanako-San) to show up. Unlike
many folk legends, this trick actually works but it does not involve any supernatural
beings. When deprived of high-quality visual input while staring at the darkened
mirror, the visual system starts guesswork to fill in the missing details, and the person
staring at the mirror may perceive dead relatives or demons in the place of their own
poorly lit face. In one experiment on this topic, almost 70% of subjects staring at a
mirror in a dimly lit room saw their own face deforming, and almost half saw something
that resembled a supernatural being 66. These experiments show that darkness is a
potent fear factor in movies, as it literally makes our imagination run wild, and if
appropriate contextual information is provided (for example, the horror movie
strongly hints that a killer or monster will appear from the darkness), the audience will
automatically conjure threats and dreads to their mind’s eye.
Getting the timing right
The fear system operates at multiple timescales. Distance from the threat is a major
determinant for the intensity of fear and the corresponding protective response.
When the potential threats are far away, humans rely on thinking, reasoning and other
cognitive strategies for planning escape. However when the threat becomes so close
that it seems unavoidable, there is a sudden shift towards automatic fight-or-flight
circuitry in the midbrain structures 10,16. This means that in movies fear can be
manipulated in two major ways: by inducing a slow phasic suspense that leads to
anxiety-like state, as well as sudden, immediate shocks such as canonical “jump
scares” when the fears may realize almost literally in the front of the viewers’ eyes.
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The startle response is the most rudimentary reaction to external threats. It is a largely
unconscious defensive reaction to threats such as sharp noises, rapid movements or
other sudden changes in the environment. This brainstem refractory reflex consists of
quick descending muscular contractions that begin from the head and that extend
through the trunk and the knees 67,68. Being startled feels unpleasant, and simple loud
noises or flashes are enough to make most peoples’ heart race, especially when they
are already anxious due to, for example, looming noises coming out from the
darkness. Startle responses are much stronger when in negative rather than in positive
context. Accordingly, tuning the brain to expect forthcoming threats makes the actual
protective responses stronger, because the emotion system “knows” that something
bad will happen 68. This startle phenomenon is famously implemented in the fast cuts
in the shower scene in Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho, where the swift cuts in the edit lead
to repeated startle responses potentiating the overall scariness of the scene.
Forewarnings of an upcoming danger may trigger emotional arousal, and the
concomitant build-up of suspense would amplify the upcoming emotion-inducing
scene. Indeed, studies have found that this kind of forewarning signals such as
exposures to the frightening environment or hints about the dangerous nature of a
locale significantly amplify the experiences of dread during the actual scary episode
69
. Proper build-up of the forthcoming shocks in movies is thus imperative for
maximizing the scariness. This is highlighted in Figure 4 that shows continuous fear
ratings from a test audience viewing two feature horror films. Although the specific
timing of the fearful episodes varies between the movies, there is also a consistent
pattern seen in both films. To achieve powerful shocks, the intense scenes of dread
are slowly built up and intermixed with calm and less intense episodes. Such variable
suspense is necessary for achieving powerful shocks. For example, viewing an isolated
5-s jump scare event from a movie is not particularly scary, as it lacks the build-up and
the viewer knows exactly that they will be scared during the next five seconds. For the
same reason, viewing a medley consisting only of the jump scares in horror movies
feels lame after a while, because the predictability is too high, and the build-up period
is missing. This is because the brain quickly accommodates or adapts to repeatedly
occurring events 70, thus many pleasant and unpleasant experiences lose their power
if repeated constantly expect some of those directly leading to vital failures, such as
air hunger.

The elements of surprise and immediate shocks must thus be delivered cautiously – if
every build-up of suspense leads to a major shocking scene, the predictability
becomes too high, diluting the scariness. Positive, serene and humorous scenes can
also be considered important for an effective horror movie: They generate the muchneeded breaks from the tensions, and the pleasure and laughter evoked by these
scenes may act as a “safety signal” and the concomitant neurohormonal stress relief
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response will temporarily reset the fear and anxiety 71, preparing the viewer to meet
the next threat.

Figure 4. Mean time course of fear ratings from the experimental audience viewing
two horror films (The Conjuring 2 and Insidious). Modified from 23.

Generating the overall sense of suspense is also important, because it makes viewers
more suspectable to supernatural beliefs, which are a common theme in horror
movies. Belief in supernatural beings is strongest in the early childhood, where the
distinction between real and imaginary has not yet sharpened 72, yet many adults hold
paranormal and supernatural beliefs. For example, in late adolescence / early
adulthood, almost one third beliefs in horoscopes and ghosts, about half believe in
paranormal phenomena such as UFOs and telepathy, and almost 80% believe in
premonitory signs. Psychological studies show that under stressing and demanding
situations people become increasingly superstitious and begin to believe in
impossible or supernatural things 73,74. Overall suspense and stressing events in movies
makes this kind of phenomena more readily believable for adults in general too,
increasing the audience’s immersion to the virtual word of the movie.
Recommendations: In fear, timing is everything. Looming uncertainty and suspense
do not just increase the excitement, but they also increase viewers’ supernatural
beliefs. Additionally, looming anxiety increases fear and survival responses during
subsequent sudden shocks and scares. Additional unpredictability can be induced by
occasionally shifting the movie’s tone toward neutral or even positive, or by
occasionally ramping up the anxiety without eventually shocking the audience with a
sudden scare.
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Section 4: Biological universals in specific fears
Some specific events and environments are so consistently threatening, that fear
towards them does not seemingly require any learning and is considered innate. For
example, rat pups are afraid of the smell of cat even when they have never been
exposed to cats, suggesting innate basis for such protective response 75. Similarly,
human infants almost invariably express stranger anxiety – fear towards unknown
individuals – between 6 and 12 months of age despite never having any negative
experiences with them 76. Research in human adults also confirms that we may be prewired to be afraid of specific threats. This is saliently evidenced by the prevalence of
phobias – severely disturbing and irrational fears towards specific objects. Phobias can
be associated with a wide range of targets ranging from animals to specific locales,
but studies have consistently shown that phobias are most commonly associated with
situations and events that are evolutionarily significant and actually dangerous, such
as snakes, spiders, heights, and other humans (see Figure 5A) 77. This suggests that
brain has an innate tendency for prioritizing protection from certain elements that the
evolution has flagged as most threatening 78 and this sensitivity makes phobias
towards survival-salient events more common.
Such innate preparedness toward specific fears is also mirrored in population-based
studies on healthy adults (Figure 5B). Most common fears pertain to the social domain
and losing of close ones. Because humans are strongly social species and dependent
on the closely-knit social networks, this kinds of losses are obviously detrimental to
our well-being 79,80. After the social losses, the next most frightening events comprise
direct physical threats such as ending up in constricted spaces with lack of escape
route and becoming injured or under extreme stress, such as being tortured or living
in wartime. The only specific animal reaching the top ten list was snake. Many common
horror / thriller movie tropes ended up also reasonably high on the list, such as
accidents (24 / 130), murderers (34 / 130), terrorist attacks (37 / 130). However, in real
life supernatural phenomena were not common causes of fear (92 / 130) even though
they are common theme in horror movies (see Figure 6).
Recommendations: Triggering fear and terror based on universally feared objects and
situations is a “safe” strategy that work in large audiences. However, this lacks novelty
and originally, thus lowering the fear factor. Thus, this method should be used
sparingly and in tandem with other techniques for scaring the audience.
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Figure 5. A) Most common targets of clinical phobias and B) most common non-clinical
fears. The clinical data are reproduced from 77 and those pertaining the healthy
population from a previously unpublished dataset of 1,000 Finnish respondents.
Most fearful content in horror movies
The data on the biological universals in fear are also paralleled with ratings of horror
movies (Figure 6). In a survey on the scariness of different horror movie genres, movies
based on real events and psychological horror were topping the list 23, as could be
expected based on the prevalence of phobias and fears in healthy populations.
Movies based on unrealistic themes such as monsters or sci-fi environments were
rated as significantly less scary. Thus, successful horror stories are not just realistic in
terms of presentation, they also have to be believable content-wise.
Teen horror
Gothic horror
Sci-fi horror
Monsters
Slasher
Survival horror
Blood and gore
Torture
Human criminals
Supernatural
Real events
Psychological horror
0

20

40
60
% Respondents

80

Figure 6. Scariest types of horror movies. The data show the proportion of
respondents considering each horror movie genre as scary. Modified from 23.

Some studies have also addressed the general contents (Table 1) of the horror movies
that are considered as scariest 23. In line with the data on prevalence of clinical phobias
and prevalence of fears in healthy populations, these data suggest that movies that
are based on plausible settings and events (such as psychological horror and movies
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based on real events; Figure 6) are in general considered as scariest, while more clearly
implausible sci-fi horror movies or those based on monsters were evaluated as less
scary. The only exception to this is movies with supernatural content – possibly
because these movies close enough to real life so that they pass the brain’s reality
filter as believable.
The impact of low-level visual features
Finally, some studies have also tested whether specific low-level visual features such
as spatial frequency composition and colour (in addition to the actual content and
events) are associated with specific emotions. Most consistent effects are found for
saturation and brightness: Scenes with both dark and desaturated colours are
systematically experienced as unpleasant 81; this likely reflects the general disliking
and fear for darkness 63,64. The evidence for spectral composition effects is limited with
no clear effects on emotional response 82. The evidence for colour-emotion pairing is
mixed. Some cross-cultural studies have found that fear is universally associated with
the black colour. This could arise from findings suggest that cross-modal associations
could originate from both universal human experiences or cultural factors such as
language, mythology, and literature 83. However, similar colour-emotion parings are
not observed in all studies 84.
Learned fears
Humans have a striking array of fears, ranging from strangers to heights, illnesses,
cemeteries and different animals. This brevity is partially explained by learning:
repeated exposure to fear and anxiety can easily lead to association between the fear
and the originally non-threatening event or context in which the fear was associated,
thus leading to learning of novel fears 3. Fear system is powerful because it provides
flexible and effective means for learning new threats 85. Such sensitivity in fear learning
is important, as it allows humans and other animals to adapt to novel threats in their
environment. Learning can be also exploited to manipulate fears in movies. Fear can
be built upon the cultural conventions and shared knowledge on what constitutes
dangerous. This may range from general long-standing beliefs (e.g. afterlife, spirits),
generalized beliefs (fear of mental wards or prisons) to regional mythology and urban
myths (folk stories of haunted houses, myth of the Slender Man). Using such beliefbased threat signals is however difficult for regional audiences if the beliefs are not
widely enough spread. However, nowadays the beliefs can be spread quickly (both
deliberately and spontaneously) through conventional and social media.

Cemetery is a classic staple of western horror movies and ghost stories. Although in
purely empirical terms they are perfectly safe places, the clichéd scene of a
thunderstorm breaking down in a dark, ruining cemetery leads the audience to expect
a forthcoming supernatural thriller or horror movie. However, appreciating the terror
of the scene requires that we know that the place is a cemetery, and that we have
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learned to believe that the dead people might continue to exist in some supernatural
form. Without such knowledge and experience, the cemetery might feel just like
another unusual location. Finally, movies themselves are an effective means for
generating expectations of fear and horror. Within a single movie, repeated pairings
between shocking events and jump-scares and specific environments, objects and
characters may generate movie-specific fears. Some of these may be so effective that
they become recurring tropes in horror movies, such masked killers (Hannibal Lecter,
Ghostface, Jason Vorhees) or creepy dolls (Annabelle). Sometimes these are even
overused to such extent that they become humorous: The classical horror trope of
Indian burial ground has been extrapolated and repeated so many times that it has
become a source of parody and is no longer experienced as particularly threatening.
Recommendations: Potentiated fear learning can be used for amplifying fear in
movies in two ways. First, by choosing evolutionarily salient sources of threat with high
potency for triggering fear) and second, by pairing that repeatedly in fearful context
(see above). This way novel targets for fear can be generated during the movie viewing
experience. Due to the automatic nature of fear learning 86 the audience i) does not
necessarily even notice learning new fears and ii) can also be subsequently shocked
by scenes that were originally neutral, giving rise to unique cinematic experiences.
Soundscape of dread
Sound is an effective indicator of dangers, as we can hear a nearly 360-degree
soundscape around us (in contrast with about 200 degrees field of view). Although
humans primarily use vision for guiding their exploration of the environment, acoustic
information is nevertheless important because it helps us to localize and identify
targets out of eyesight, such as those behind us or those obstructed by scenery or
objects. Sound design is also central to cinema and particularly horror movies –
practically no horror movie feels particularly scary if watched with sound turned down!
Research suggests that sounds associated with direct threat such as fearful or
aggressive human vocalizations are recognized universally, thus suggesting biological
basis of their communication 87. Accordingly, the brain rapidly and automatically
differentiates between safe and threatening sounds, and for example fearful
vocalizations (screams) result in a differential brain signature already 150ms after the
sound onset, suggesting highly automated processing of emotional sounds 88. Sound
is thus a convenient way of inducing thrills, as it is constantly processed in the
background and in parallel and independently with the visuals.

As with fears in general, timing is critical for the sound effects. The fear inducing effects
of sounds are significantly stronger when the sounds are louder versus softer, and
when they match with the visual events, that is, when they occur due to clearly
distinguishable visual event 89. Sometimes it has also been argued that low-frequency
sounds below the typical audible range in humans (i.e. beneath 20 Hz) could trigger
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unpleasant sensations, nausea, and anxiety. The evidence for this is however mixed.
Although high levels (~150 dB) of naturally occurring low frequency sounds may have
physiological effects in humans that subsequently lead to discomfort, they are difficult
to use in theatres and concert venues due to the need of special sound systems for
reproducing low frequency sounds 90. Humans produce harsh, unpredictable,
nonlinear sounds (screams) when they are afraid or alarmed. This kind of distress or
alert signals sound harsh possibly because the vocal cords and syrinxes are overblown
when used in stressful, dangerous situations. Studies have consistently found that this
kind of rough and dissonant sounds are perceived as alarming, particularly when
generated with modulation rates of 30-160 Hz. The brains’ fear circuit is also attuned
to this frequency 91. The alerting fearful screams occupy a specific location in the
acoustic space, and humans automatically assess this type of sounds alerting and
fearful. This kind of sounds are also very difficult to ignore, and they push easily to our
awareness, making them powerful startling signals 92. These principles can be applied
to practically any sound effect. Additionally, synthetic sounds effects can be used for
mood manipulation. Although not scary per se, unusual, looming sounds can provoke
anxiety and vigilance because listeners simply cannot identify them.
Composing fearful music
Music can be used for communicating a multitude of emotions 93,94 although musical
conventions vary across cultures 95. Brain imaging studies have found that fearful music
engages the brain’s fear circuit similarly as “natural” affective sounds such as
vocalizations 96, thus providing an unobtrusive means for manipulating emotions
outside audience’s awareness. Different nonlinearities can be induced into music and
soundtracks with technological manipulations and adding noise and abrupt frequency
modulations makes the music sound more arousing. Indeed, scary scenes from horror
films contain this kind of noisy elements for amplifying the experience of horror, while
dramatic films suppress this kind of noise 97. Music is however less consistent elicitor
of emotions across individuals than sounds directly mimicking threats or threat signals.
Research has shown that a great portion of the emotion-evoking power of music is
learned, and musical emotions stem often from autobiographical events associated
with the music as well as nostalgia 98-100. This makes tailoring of one-size-fits all music
more difficult, warranting careful pre-testing with test audiences.
Recommendations: Sound design is important in horror movies because it allows
indirect manipulation of suspense and anxiety. Although viewers are focused on the
visuals of the movie, acoustic information is constantly processed and can be used for
guiding attention and emotion without audience’s deliberate attention. Sounds can
also easily generate powerful startling effects, and specific sounds and sound types
can automatically turn on the brain’s survival circuits. Finally, sound effects can be used
for increasing alertness and feelings of unease, as it is possible to generate synthetic
sounds that the listeners cannot readily identify, increasing their scariness further.
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Section 5: Conclusions - why do we enjoy horror movies?
What makes a specific horror movie enjoyable?
Horror movies seem paradoxical – why would anyone be willing to pay to be able to
be afraid and constantly shocked? One study has directly investigated which features
and contents of horror movies might contribute to the enjoyability of the movies. This
study identified four candidate factors: suffering of the characters, perceived danger,
excitement and happy versus unhappy ending 101. Of these factors, particularly
suffering and danger were associated with enjoyment of horror. Although graphic
violence is a recurring theme in horror movies, it is nor critical for making horror movies
enjoyable. Another study compared audience responses to a graphically violent film
and its edited version where the violent scenes were toned down or completely
removed. The nonviolent version was significantly more enjoyable than the two violent
versions, confirming that violence per se does not increase enjoyment of movies 102.
However, when administered skilfully it can increase the startle responses during jump
scares, or temporarily ramp up the fearfulness of the scenes.
Table 1. Candidate factors driving enjoyment in horror in movies. Modified from 101.
Suffering

Danger

Excitement

Happy ending

Watching a character suffer

Knowing a killer is about
to attack an
unsuspecting character

Thrilling sequences

Close-ups of the victim in
agony

Knowing a character is
about to walk into a trap

Suspense

Gruesome death scenes

Anticipating something
scary
When a character is
unaware of impending
danger
Music that signals the
approach of danger
Sounds suggesting
danger

Action sequences

A happy
ending with
the threat
eliminated
When a
threatened
character
escapes harm

Blood and gore

Listening to someone in
pain
Mutilation of body parts
Graphic, bloody violence

Excitement

Characters being tortured

Why are horror movies popular in the first place?
There are multiple reasons why horror movies are so popular. First, despite being wary
of the unknown, humans have a strong curiosity and fascination with the unusual 103,
and negative emotions experienced while viewing horror movies consistently predict
how enjoyable the viewers experience the movie to be 24. We seek out coverage of
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violence in the news and on the internet and are similarly drawn towards thrillers and
horror movies. This is driven by sensation seeking motivation, as the scares and
morbidities give rise to arousing sensations, which might be experienced as pleasant
when experienced in otherwise safe environment 104. Indeed, fear and excitement have
in many parts overlapping neurobiological basis, the most salient parallels being the
hypothalamus-driven control of the physiological stress response, which may lead to
“mixing” of these two emotions, and fear may be experienced as exciting.
Alternatively, we may be curious about the unusual and negative events because they
allow us to learn new things about the world 105. Finally, horror movies may act as a
“mental gym” or training ground for the mind. During the safe environment of the
movie theatre, we may be psychologically and somatically exposed to events that
would be life-threatening if encountered for real. This way the mind can learn to
prepare scripts for action during real emergencies, and also learn to cope with the
difficult emotions (anxiety, fear, sadness) so that we are better prepared for dealing
with them whenever they come to us in real life. This could also explain why people
have so strong preference for horror movies that are both plausible and based on
realistic settings (Figure 6).
In sum, a healthy dose of scares in a horror movie (or tears in a heart-breaking drama)
can be psychologically beneficial. Learning how different emotions feel and being
exposed to them in a safe, controllable environment builds up psychological resilience
helps in dealing with difficult emotions in real life.
Recommendations: Because enjoyment of horror stems from curiosity, the audience
should be made interested in the movie. It is simply not enough to shock the viewers
repeatedly. Instead, novelty and surprise are critical elements for an enjoyable horror
movie experience. Constantly providing new details and slowly unravelling the plotline
are effective devices for keeping up the interest and increasing the excitement of the
movie.
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